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Figure 1: PanoFlex prototype showing how the image of what user gazes on remains clear with the minimal distortion, which
user decided, while preserving a 360° field-of-view.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

We propose PanoFlex, an adaptive method for projecting panoramic
vision using a dynamic distortion method based on eye gaze. We
stream real-time video from a 360° camera and project the view on a
plane to the user. The user controls the distortion of this equirectangular projection using eye gaze. For our first user study, we compare
our method with conventional equirectangular projection considering the impact on spatial perception. For our second study, we
perform a simulator sickness evaluation when the user performs
regular daily activities. We found that PanoFlex did not carry any
significant negative impact towards the user’s spatial perception,
perceived task load, and simulator sickness compared to the more
conventional equirectangular view.

• Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques; Interactive systems and tools; Visualization techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

A common research direction in augmented reality is to enhance
our senses, for example, how to extend our vision towards 360°
[Gruenefeld et al. 2017]. In order to aware objects or people that
are out of our FOV, there have been several research works focusing on showing out-of-view contents[Gruenefeld et al. 2018],
increasing FOV in HMDs[Xiao and Benko 2016] and increasing
the user’s spatial awareness[Schoop et al. 2018], etc. Researches
like FlyViz[Ardouin et al. 2012] that expend the human FOV beyond 200° is also another related direction to our study. One of the
approaches on optimizing 360° vision is using different kinds of
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projection methods[Debarba et al. 2015]. Also, there are several
works using eye gaze as an interaction technique in virtual reality
and 360° video[Outram et al. 2018; Pai et al. 2017]. However, there
has been very little research on optimizing the best method of viewing a panoramic vision, given that there is a myriad of panoramic
projection methods available.
In this work, we propose PanoFlex, an adaptive projection method
adjusted explicitly for human vision. Our approach uses eye gaze
tracking to change the distortion of the equirectangular view so
that it prioritizes the gaze point by making it less distorted and
broader, while still maintaining the view of the other directions at
the periphery.
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IMPLEMENTATION
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removed because he/she did not perform in accordance with the
briefed procedure, resulting in 10 participants (8 males, mean: 30.5,
SD: 6.13). In this study, participants were required to place a selection cube on 360° view to indicate where they think the target cube
is relative to them. As a result, we did not obtain any statistical
significance between the means of equirectangular and PanoFlex,
suggesting that they performed equally in terms of spatial perception.
For simulator sickness study, we recruited a total of 8 participants (6 males, mean: 26.13, SD: 6.31). The prototype displays live
feed from a 360° camera that is attached on a helmet worn by the
participant. The participant then uses the device for a period of 6
minutes to perform 3 simple everyday tasks: sitting, reading and
walking to and fro. We identify two outliers according to their SSQ
for pre-test. As a result, we did not obtain any statistically significance for the three conditionss. This means that a new approach
like PanoFlex carries no indication that it would cause additional
motion sickness.

4

CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose PanoFlex, an adaptive panoramic vision
system that uses dynamic distortion based on eye gaze. From our
results, we proved that it could potentially be used to substitute
our vision system without any significant negative impact. We
envision a future where people may consider the possibility of
using such a device for not just security and surveillance, but also
as an augmentation device to improve our overall daily routine.
Figure 2: Top: Conventional equirectangular view and Bottom: PanoFlex with frontal distortion at X (left&right) =0.1,
Y (top&bottom) =-0.6, Z (front&back) =0.45.
We implemented our distortion manipulation method using the
rendering engine to utilize the computational workload the the
graphic processing unit (GPU) and increase framerate performance.
Our solution uses eye gaze to dynamically reduce distortion and
increase viewing space of the gaze point using a HMD and viewed
using a 360° camera. The resulting distortion for PanoFlex can be
seen on Figure 2.
We use the Vive Pro Eye as the eye tracking solution in a VR
HMD. The content of the projection is from a Ricoh Theta V 360°
camera mounted on a helmet worn by the user. The laptop used
in this study is the Alienware Area-51M running an Intel Core i79700K CPU and an Nvidia RTX 2080 GPU. We achieve a framerate
of roughly 20fps.
We conducted a pilot study with 8 participants (4 males, mean:
26.75, SD: 1.49) to determine distortion parameter for PanoFlex.
Our pilot results shows people have their own preferred view using
different distortion parameters. Therefore, we let each user decide
their own distortion parameter prior to using it.
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USER STUDY

We conducted two user studies to evaluate the spatial perception
and simulator sickness of participants using our system.
In the spatial perception study, we recruited a total of 12 participants (9 males, mean: 30.67, SD: 6.21). Since paticipants needed
to answer the SSQ questionnaire for a pre-test, we found that participant 1 was unwell and was therefore removed. P10 was also
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